
Topic Name: District Competitiveness
 
Idea Title: I think that we need to attempt to keep up.

 
Idea Detail: I feel that it is important for our school district to offer facilities comparable to other

districts.

In going to other events at other schools in our conference you do not have to look to hard to

notice that our facilities are behind and need updated.

I believe that we need to encourage our students to finish their High School careers in our

district. Some are being drawn away to area schools that offer programs or facilities that we do

not have.

 

If we are not willing to support future generations than we are in a sad state in my opinion.

 
Idea Author: James W

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 34

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: We need to have adequate facilities.

 
Idea Detail: Currently our district cannot host several activities due to lack of facilities.  These

include sporting events (primarily track meets, but also events where the schedule conflicts

with existing games/activities) as well as fine arts (district and MUDECAS competitions) and

possibly even academic events. 

 

The inability to host events means our kids never have the home advantage, groups lose out

on revenue from concessions, and we always have to travel to participate which means higher

transportation costs.  If you can't show off your school, how do you gain any sense of school

pride?

 
Idea Author: Susan H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 31

 
Number of Comments 1

1



 
Comment 1: I absolutely agree with this.  I think that we should have the facilities similar to

other schools our size and be able to provide adequate facilities for things like track and be

able to host competitions like music contests, speech contests, One Act play contests, Quiz

Bowls, etc.  | By Diana P

 
Idea Title: LPS is heading our way, time to move forward is now.

 
Idea Detail: Front page of Lincoln Journal Star today, 7/8/2014.

LPS is going to buy land for middle school at 84th and Yankee hill. Also YMCA and possible

other sports facilities on site.

I think that Bennet/Palmyra needs to move forward now with new facilities.

LPS plans on having a new middle school ready by 2017 that can handle 850 students. Also a

55,000 square foot YMCA. This will in my opinion drastically effect enrollment to our district.

The distance to this LPS  school is not  much further for most and for many closer than

Palmyra. If our school district/community do not step up and provide a reason,  such as

expanded class rooms and athletic facilities I do believe we have a lot to lose.

We need to act now to maintain our school district.

 
Idea Author: James W

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 23

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Efficiencies, safety, and opportunities for generations.

 
Idea Detail: My thoughts are in the link below.  You will open a document from my Google

profile.  It seems brevity is paramount with Mind-Mixer.  :-)  You have to copy and past the link

into you browser.  :-(

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ta_p7vMd6NX7pZ94xHaFCinVb_DvtCh_lwyOFnU1sRk/

edit?usp=sharing

 
Idea Author: Burke B

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 20
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: We need a track and football field in this bond issue.

 
Idea Detail: We need better facilities and that includes the track and football field.  There has

been a lot of talk regarding the football field and there is no doubt that we need a new one, but

as Aaron H. pointed out we also have 38 kids out for track and we don’t even have a track.

What we call a track is dangerous and it is unrealistic to even call it a track.  There are so

many things we can’t practice or can’t practice well with what we have, so how do we expect

the kids to be competitive. We are spending time and money busing our kids elsewhere to

practice but this is limited in scope and they lose valuable practice time.  As with all aspects of

the bond, if we want our kids to compete, we must give them the tools necessary to do so.

The track and football field need to be included in this bond issue.

 
Idea Author: Cory C

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 12

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: We need to focus on our peer institutions

 
Idea Detail: In my opinion we shouldn't be worrying about Syracuse or Norris or Waverly.  We

need to keep up with the "joneses" of ecnc and mudecas.  If we are losing to the bigger

districts then good riddance to those who leave.  You should be here because you like the

school, communities, and rural atmosphere.

 
Idea Author: Dan C

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 1

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I do not think this is trying to keep up with the "joneses" at all. If that is the case

that race was lost 20 to 30 years ago. It is a opportunity to give the kids in the community a fair

shot and equal facilities. And maybe even the potential of drawing in some students to our
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school system. And keeping some of the AWESOME staff that we have that may be tempted

to leave because of other opportunities. | By James W
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Topic Name: Community Input
 
Idea Title: YES, it's time to move forward

 
Idea Detail: It's time to let the families of District OR 1 know we are looking to the future for our

kids!  I fear a delay in this process will only cause more doubt in the parents as they look at

where our schools are headed.  If we don't want parents to look at opting outing of our schools

system we need to look ahead and move forward before we lose them!

 
Idea Author: Janel C

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 23

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Better options this time

 
Idea Detail: From what I have seen thus far, the new architecture firm and the board have

proposed some better options this time and I think it could be ready by November to go to the

voters.

 
Idea Author: Susan H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 21

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I agree. I was on the fence about the first bond issue. Having a football field and

free standing gymnasium in the middle of a field didn't strike me as a good use of resources.

I'm excited by the new vision and hope other people are also.  | By Kenneth V

 
Idea Title: Time to move forward!

 
Idea Detail: There is sufficient time! We need to move forward and make changes for our kids

now.  We are a growing school and feeling cramped. We also need to be thinking about the

future of our kids and our district. 
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Idea Author: Lisa P

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 18

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: I think that is sufficient time.

 
Idea Detail: In my opinion the people that want to be involved or informed will seek out the

information and inform themselves.  For the ones that do not want to be informed, you can

have all the meetings and information sessions you want and they still will not attend. I think

we need to act soon/now to get the system going in the correct direction. Lincoln schools are

heading our way.

 
Idea Author: James W

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 16

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Yes

 
Idea Detail: I think it is enough time.

 
Idea Author: Laura K

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 16

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: No i  don't think it is sufficient time. | By Cookie L

 
Idea Title: No.  There is not sufficient time before the deadline.
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Idea Detail: There needs to be more information available for dissemination to the public

regarding definitive costs of all options for all 3 sites.  There also needs more discussion

regarding possible necessary infrastructure changes that cannot be controlled by this bond

issue.  These ideas look to be a good start but are not nearly well enough fleshed out to get

my  vote on any, much less all sites.  Whenever they do go up for election they need to be

individual elections for each site rather than lumped together.

 
Idea Author: Dan C

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: No, there needs to be extensive detail on all costs.

 
Idea Detail: There needs to be extensive detail and discussion of the annual budget and how it

is created and implemented and how it will interface with the potential bond. There must be

better understanding of how the student population is changing; I would like to see the history

of each class over time and how many started in OR-1 and how they dropped out along the

way and when, and if known, why. More renovation options with fewer components need to

addressed. There is simply too much here to discuss before making another quick decision to

hold a bond election. No way the Architect could make a good cost estimate if we cannot

decide the proposed program without a lot of additional meetings.

 
Idea Author: Jim S

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I may be incorrect but I think many of these issues were discussed prior to the

last bond attempt. Much of that information is available I believe, if you rely want to see it. I

think our superintendent could provide it to you.

Why do we have a board of Education if the community needs to discuss the annual budget??

I thought that is why we elect people to be on the board that we can trust.

And I believe most qualified Architects are pretty accurate at cost estimates. I think they tend

to try to provide a worst case estimate to help prevent shortfalls. | By James W
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Idea Title: No.

 
Idea Detail: n The Board needs to come up with a proposal that will satisfy the needs and

concerns of both communities  The proposal needs to consider all aspects of the bond issue in

a clear and concise manner and a timetable for completion.  In the previous attempt, questions

went unanswered which led to a lot of animosity between the two communities.  This was

unfortunate and in the end, the bond issue failed.

 
Idea Author: Sandy P

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: What 2 communities?? I thought this was a district?? Seems like alot of people

are drawing lines and making it a personal issue? Should be the kids we are thinking of not so

much the communities in my opinion. Also I think that a lot of the unanswered questions

where  never asked, or the answers that where given not heard. | By James W
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Topic Name: Bennet Elementary Ideas
 
Idea Title: Like the flex rooms

 
Idea Detail: I like the idea of combining the facilities into one and building in the flex rooms so

that the school can adjust as classes increase/decrease.  With the limited space around the

property the plans seemed well thought through.

 
Idea Author: Susan H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 19

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I like the idea of the floor plan to Bennet Elementary. What would happen to the

pre-k building once the additions have been to the school. could that be made for more

parking? | By Cookie L
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Topic Name: Outdoor Athletic/Activity Space
 
Idea Title: The Football Field is Past it's Prime

 
Idea Detail: Now!  After the last school bond failed the most common theme heard from the

public seemed to be that people wanted to ‘keep the schools in the towns’.  I admire the school

board and Mr. Hanger for looking at options within the towns to meet these wishes.  As Aaron

H. shared in the above comments there is a REAL need for outdoor facilities.  Unfortunately,

the field can no longer keep up with the activities of today’s school activities: Football (Varsity,

JV, Junior High) daily practice and games, midget football games, Marching Band, PE classes,

Track and Field (High School and Junior High), etc.  It’s time to tell our kids we believe in them

and want them to have safe facilities they can be proud to call their own.  

 
Idea Author: Janel C

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 18

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I agree.  There are many people, I am one of them, who feel a new facility may be

necessary - whether it is in one of the towns or not.  But, if we can't come to a consensus on

that, then I think at the very least we need major updates.  The track and football fields being

one of them.  I attended a school of similar size in the mid 90's. And the facilities at that school

back then were more updated and adequate than at our district now??  I don't see the need to

debate - we are outdated in a major way.  Our kids shouldn't be having to travel to other

schools to have adequate practice facilitles.  Let's help them shine close to home. | By Kirsten

M

 
Idea Title: The board was thinking out of the box

 
Idea Detail: I most like when all facilities are together, however, in light of space at existing and

opposition to a new site for the school, I congratulate the board and whomever else

contributed to the idea of the land north of the Park for athletic fields.  Its not far from school,

has adequate space for track, football, parking, restrooms/concessions, and expansion for ball

field/playground.

 

I think if this comes to be, we need to pursue a light on highway at that intersection to handle

traffic.  Currently, traffic seems to split between the east and west entrances to Hwy. 2 and I

think this would force alot to the west one (by Caseys) - and it is a dangerous intersection to
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begin with.

 
Idea Author: Susan H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 8

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Yes and now

 
Idea Detail: I think that the new site is better than the 190th site location.  They severely need

a new football field and track.  My concern here is if this is where they will play games don't

you think we need locker rooms there too?  Does the building that houses the concessions

have restrooms.  That is something that should be on site.  I personally think that a new high

school with new facilities would be the better option here but for some reason that hasn't even

been put in the options to pick from. 

 
Idea Author: Laura K

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I agree that the board was thinking out of the box when the bought the 15 acres

north of the park.  I was all for keeping in one of the towns. On the other hand I also agree with

not having the option to choice for it having the high school with new facilities  out there also.

In my opoin if new facilities ,new school  would be the way to go. The  locker rooms would  be

with in walking distance of the facilities they would play there sports at just like now.  Then turn

the old school in to adminstrive stuff for the board and Mr. Hanger  etc. That is what bigger

district have done. | By Cookie L

 
Idea Title: No, the football field is adequate for this size school

 
Idea Detail: The number of students out for track is small; it won't increase with a new track.

This is a huge investment that cannot be justified for a few students.

 
Idea Author: Jim S

 
Number of Seconds 0
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Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: I went to a C-1 school that I think now is a C-2 school.  We had a proper track that

we could have major track meets at and we also had a practice football field.  That was in the

late 80's and early 90's.  Why hasn't this school upgraded their facilities to what everybody

else in the state of Nebraska has and has had for years?  This town and school will die if you

don't provide the facilities that they have needed for decades.  The school will not expand and

will lose students without the changes being done.   | By Laura K

 
Comment 2: The 2014 track team saw its highest numbers this year with 38 participants. For a

C-2 school this is good and with the increase over the last couple of years it looks promising

for those numbers to maintain or increase. The school also qualified 8 individuals for the State

Track meet.  With participation like this the Board would be well within their boundaries to

support a new track facility. This year the team on at least 3 occasions traveled to Adams and

Tecumseh to use their track facilities so that they could work on a surface that contained

marked lanes, exchange zones and to establish times. Not to mention running on a surface

that they see at every meet. On these occasions the team had to factor in travel time which cut

into their practice time. It wasn't the best situation, but one that was needed given the state of

the current track and the caliber of athletes that were competing. This could not be done

accurately with the crushed rock surface that exists at the school currently. The school/team

also misses out on hosting events like ECNC Track and having at least one home meet in

which to compete. It's tough being on the road all the time.

| By Aaron H

 
Comment 3: The past 2 years some much needed work has been put into fixing the current

football field. Every year by the middle of the high school football season the field has been

reduced to a bare hard surface of dirt down the middle. Much of this is due to the extreme

wear the field receives prior to the start of any contest in the fall. High school football practices

start around the first part of August in which they get to enjoy the full grassy surface. By the

third week of August the junior high football teams start practice which puts additional athletes

and practice time on the field. At this time the first home football game is ready to be hosted

and the field has seen extensive wear. Around the first of September the band is beginning

their practices for contests and use the field in the morning and during class periods

throughout the day. During the month of September the local Midget football team begins their

season and games on Sunday, continued........ At the beginning of school through October the

PE classes also use the field as a means to escape the warm conditions of the lack of air

conditioning in the gym to have their classes. Not to mention there are also roughly 4 home JV

football games and 3-4 home Junior High football games. This current field takes on a ton of

traffic and can't survive the wear and tear on a weekly basis and still maintain a grassy surface

in which to play. The current maintenance that took place this last spring and summer will help,

but will struggle to keep pace with the foot traffic it receives.
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| By Aaron H

 
Comment 4: How many students will justify this investment? Now we have to take the students

to other school districts just to time and qualify for track events. This is a added cost and

possible SAFETY issue busing them. Invest in the FUTURE of the KIDS. | By James W

 
Idea Title: Track and Football Field

 
Idea Detail: The past 2 years some much needed work has been put into fixing the currently

football field.  Every year by the middle of the high school football season the field has been

reduced to a bare hard surface of dirt down the middle of the field.  Much of this is due to the

extreme wear the field receives prior to the start of any contest in the fall.  High school football

practices start around the first part of August in which they get to enjoy the full grassy surface.

By the third week of August the junior high football teams start practice which puts additional

athletes and practice time on the field.  At this time the first home football game is ready to be

hosted and the field has seen extensive wear.  Around the first of September the band is

beginning their practices for contests and use the field in the morning and during class periods

throughout the day.  During the month of September the local Midget football team begins their

season and games on Sunday, continued........

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Track and Football Field continued

 
Idea Detail: At the beginning of school through October the PE classes also use the field as a

means to escape the warm conditions of the lack of air conditioning in the gym to have their

classes.  Not to mention there are also roughly 4 home JV football games and 3-4 home Junior

High football games.  This current field takes on a ton of traffic and can't survive the wear and

tear on a weekly basis and still maintain a grassy surface in which to play.  The current

maintenance that took place this last spring and summer will help, but will struggle to keep

pace with the foot traffic it receives. 

The 2014 track team saw its highest numbers this year with 38 participants.  For a C-2 school

this is good and with the increase over the last couple of years it looks promising for those

numbers to maintain or increase.  The school also qualified 8 individuals for the State Track

meet, continued...

 
Idea Author: Aaron H
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Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Track Facility

 
Idea Detail: The number of track athletes participating in 2014 was 38.  That is up 8 from the

previous year.  With participation like this the Board would be well within their boundaries to

support a new track facility.  This year the team on at least 3 occasions traveled to Adams and

Tecumseh to use their track facilities so that they could work on a surface that contained

marked lanes, exchange zones and to establish times.  Not to mention running on a surface

that they see at every meet.  On these occasions the team had to factor in travel time which

cut into their practice time.  It wasn't the best situation, but one that was needed given the

state of the current track and the caliber of athletes that were competing.  This could not be

done accurately with the crushed rock surface that exists at the school currently.  The

school/team also misses out on hosting events like ECNC Track and having at least one home

meet in which to compete.  It's tough being on the road all the time.  

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Football Field

 
Idea Detail: The idea of a new football field is a great addition to the bond on the land north of

the Palmyra Park.  The traffic the current field receives during a school year exceeds what it

can handle.  As the school year begins the Varsity and JV football teams begin practice

roughly the first week of August.  With the updates to the field this spring and summer the field

is in great shape as the teams take the field to practice.  Just after school starts the junior high

team takes the field for practice along with the JV and Varsity.  This is the start of the field

destruction.  Around the first of September the band takes the field in the morning and during

class periods of school to practice their marching routine.  This adds foot traffic is specific

areas on a daily basis that wears paths in the grass.  As school begins until roughly October

the PE classes use the field for activities and to get relief from the lack of air conditioning in the

current gym.   Continued............

 
Idea Author: Aaron H
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Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Football Field continued

 
Idea Detail: Continued........The last week of August sees the varsity team take the field for

contests.  With 3 weeks of practice and other activities on the field it is showing signs of wear.

The JV and JH teams also play once a week at this point.  On Sunday's the Midget football

team starts up games in September and October.  This puts 4 contests on the field in a 7 day

week not including the practice of 3 teams, band and PE classes.  If we are to do it right the

first time, supporting a track and football field is the right step to take.      

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Track Facility continued

 
Idea Detail: With participation like this the Board would be well within their boundaries to

support a new track facility. This year the team on at least 3 occasions traveled to Adams and

Tecumseh to use their track facilities so that they could work on a surface that contained

marked lanes, exchange zones and to establish times. Not to mention running on a surface

that they see at every meet. On these occasions the team had to factor in travel time which cut

into their practice time. It wasn't the best situation, but one that was needed given the state of

the current track and the caliber of athletes that were competing. This could not be done

accurately with the crushed rock surface that exists at the school currently. The school/team

also misses out on hosting events like ECNC Track and having at least one home meet in

which to compete. It's tough being on the road all the time.

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Palmyra High School Ideas
 
Idea Title: Plan C gets my vote

 
Idea Detail: Plan C gets rid of the problematic 1930's building, doesn't interfere with streets or

have as much impact on existing parking/drainage on east side of building.  I like the additional

parking on south for events and the entrance on west for activities.

 
Idea Author: Susan H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Points 17

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Plan C gets my vote also. It is the most common ground out of all them. I think

everyone is getting something they wanted with the new school with  plan c. | By Cookie L

 
Comment 2: I would agree. Plan C gets my vote also.

It makes no sense in trying to get a 1930's building up to modern codes. It would be a waste of

time and money and still would be a 1930's structure that is way outdated. | By James W

 
Idea Title: You need to develop a plan without a second gymnasium.

 
Idea Detail: As a minimum you need to show the chart developed to "prove" the need for the

second gym. So far, I'm not buying. I think it will be a waste of money since the high school

numbers are not growing. It doesn't look like you need much classroom space, since not much

is added on any of the options. A simple expansion at the entry to pump up security and

maybe add a couple rooms appears all that is really needed.

 
Idea Author: Jim S

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 7

 
Comment 1: I think that anyone who believes we don't need more gym space should take over

the scheduling of the gym.  We have Varsity, JV and Jr. High of multiple sports going on all at

the same time.  Kids are practicing late at night or early in the morning.  We also have rec

teams for basketball, volleyball and wrestling for our 1st through 6th graders that are fighting
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for the space.  If we don't have kids in these rec leagues getting practice and playing time then

when it comes time for them to compete in Jr. High they will be way behind the other schools

and won't be competitive.  We will lose those kids if we can't get them gym time.  | By Cory C

 
Comment 2: I think the architect did a more than adequate job of showing us the huge need for

a second gym.  I myself would rather not see my child, when they do get to high school,

practicing at 9:00 pm at night when they should be studying.  Also, I am all for getting the

events that we do not get because we do not have the proper facilities.  So it is a waste of time

to develop a plan without the second gymnasium in my opinion. | By Laura K

 
Comment 3: I agree a new gym is greatly needed! Having a student going to practices at

6:00am is tough. It would be nice to be able to spread practices out in the afternoon if possible.

| By Lisa P

 
Comment 4: I think the addition of a second gymnasium is crucial in the planning of this new

bond. The amount of activities that the district has the opportunity to host (ECNC, MUDECAS,

NSAA Districts) and loses out on due to inadequate seating and space is unfair to the

students, sponsors and school in general. Not to mention the reduced practice time each

activity has had to endure due to the sharing of one gym. The current gym has seen its better

days and is visually an eye sore with peeling/falling paint from the ceiling, old wood bleachers

with limited seating/handicap accessibility and the lack of air conditioning for PE classes,

practices, home contests, graduation, school and alumni banquets to name a few. The good

thing about a new gym is that it would benefit many school organizations and not just athletics.

| By Aaron H

 
Comment 5: My first reaction was the same as yours. We are told teenagers need sleep but

yet we get them up at 6 AM for early morning practices. A second gym is definitely needed. |

By Robin M

 
Comment 6: ffghggg | By Cory W

 
Comment 7: Have you had to get your 7th grade students to school by 6:00 am for practices.

They have to go in early because not enough gym space for all of the grades to practice.  If

you look at the entry level class numbers, K-6th. They have been growing and will continue to

do so. Are we going to sit by idle and wait for them to get to high school and go OH!  We need

more space and then do a knee jerk reaction?? Why not plan ahead and give the KIDS and

community a fair chance at nice facilities and education. | By James W

 
Idea Title: Second Gymnasium

 
Idea Detail: I think the addition of a second gymnasium is crucial in the planning of this new

bond.  The amount of activities that the district has the opportunity to host (ECNC, MUDECAS,
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NSAA Districts) and loses out on due to inadequate seating and space is unfair to the

students, sponsors and school in general.  Not to mention the reduced practice time each

activity has had to endure due to the sharing of one gym.  The current gym has seen its better

days and is visually an eye sore with peeling/falling paint from the ceiling, old wood bleachers

with limited seating and handicap accessibility and the lack of air conditioning for PE classes,

practices, home contests, graduation, school and alumni banquets to name a few. The good

thing about a new gym is that it would benefit many school organizations and not just athletics.

  

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: A Second Gymnasium

 
Idea Detail: The condition of the current gymnasium is less to be desired.  The falling paint

from the ceiling, old wood bleachers, lack of air conditioning, and lack of space to host

practices, ECNC, MUDECAS and NSAA District events is unfair to our students and athletes.

The addition of a new competition gym brings all these back into play and allows our student

athletes to participate at home rather than being the away team for many of these events.

Currently 5 teams/activities fight over practice time during the winter basketball, wrestling and

play production season.  The Bennet gym alleviates some of these issues, but sometimes

adds conflicts to the activities that the Bennet gym already has scheduled.  Some teams have

been forced to practice at 6am in the morning during the week to get their share of practice

time.  A remodel of the current of the current gym doesn't solve any issues.  A serious look at a

new competition gym is warranted.  

 
Idea Author: Aaron H

 
Number of Seconds 0

 
Number of Comments 0
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Survey: 2013 Bond Issue "Dislikes"
 
Question: Please select the 5 aspects that you think were LEAST attractive and/or

acceptable to voters??

 
The overall cost and tax impact : 16

 
The idea of moving 5th and 6th grades from Bennet to Palmyra : 10

 
The idea of a phased plan toward a single, “central site” and future new K-12 school : 12

 
The idea of a phased plan that would necessitate a future bond issue : 9

 
The idea of school closings if a K-12 school is built in the future : 18

 
The selected location of 190th & Highway 2 as the “central site” : 23

 
The idea of a multi-purpose gym/performing arts facility : 4

 
The idea of new outdoor athletics/activity facilities : 6

 
The idea of a new career center at the High School : 0

 
The idea of using bond funds for maintenance and code deficiencies : 8

 
The idea of expanding the pre-school : 1

 
The idea of enrollment growth at the Elementary School : 2

 
The idea of spending more on athletics than academics or arts : 17

 
The idea of adding a second High School gym : 4

 
Other - Add your comments below : 5

 
Comments

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: test | By JoAnne K
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Survey: 2013 Bond Issue "Likes"
 
Question: Please select the 5 aspects that you think were MOST attractive and/or

acceptable to voters.

 
The overall cost and tax impact : 0

 
The idea of moving 5th and 6th grades from Bennet to Palmyra : 2

 
The idea of a phased plan toward a single, “central site” and future new K-12 school : 5

 
The idea of a phased plan that would necessitate a future bond issue : 0

 
The idea of school closings if a K-12 school is built in the future : 0

 
The selected location of 190th & Highway 2 as the “central site” : 1

 
The idea of a multi-purpose gym/performing arts facility : 13

 
The idea of new outdoor athletics/activity facilities : 17

 
The idea of a new career center at the High School : 14

 
The idea of using bond funds for maintenance and code deficiencies : 4

 
The idea of expanding the pre-school : 16

 
The idea of enrollment growth at the Elementary School : 17

 
The idea of spending more on athletics than academics or arts : 1

 
The idea of adding a second High School gym : 12

 
Other - Add your comments below : 1

 
Comments

 
Number of Comments 0
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